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ABSTRACT. The aim of this work is to study Monte Carlo simulation of ethylene (co)polymerization over Ziegler-Natta
catalyst as investigated by Chen et al. The results revealed that the Monte Carlo simulation was similar to sum square error
(SSE) model to prediction of stage II and III of polymerization. In the case of activation stage (stage I) both model had slightly
deviation from experimental results. The modeling results demonstrated that in homopolymerization, SSE was superior to predict polymerization rate in current stage while for copolymerization, Monte Carlo had preferable prediction. The Monte Carlo
simulation approved the SSE results to determine role of each site in total polymerization rate and revealed that homopolymerization rate changed from site to site and order of center was different compared to copolymerization. The polymer yield was
reduced by addition of hydrogen amount however there was no specific effect on uptake curve which was predicted by Monte
Carlo simulation with good accuracy. In the case of copolymerization it was evolved that monomer chain length and monomer concentration influenced the rate of polymerization as rate of polymerization reduced from 1-hexene to 1-octene and
increased when monomer concentration proliferate.
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INTRODUCTION

the effect of different active centers on homopolymerization kinetics was perused by Kalajahi et al.12 Gemoets and
his coworkers13 used polymerization kinetics model based
on lumping two catalyst sites to predict ethylene polymerization rates and polymer average molecular weights.
Study and characterization of polymerization kinetics in
the presence of diffusion phenomena were investigated by
Ray et al.14 Alshaiban and Soares15 investigated hydrogen
and external donors effect on propylene polymerization
kinetics.
To the best of our knowledge few publications delineate methods to estimate polymerization kinetics parameters for each site type on the multisite catalyst.16,17 However
they did not estimate the minimum number of active site types
required to simultaneously clarify instantaneous polymerization kinetics, cumulative polymer yields as well as
molecular weight distribution (MWD) using a fundamental mechanism for coordination polymerization.8,18
Chen and coworkers19 introduced method which identifies the minimum number of active site types required to
simultaneously clarify instantaneous polymerization kinetics and MWDs evolution for ethylene and α-olefin polymerizations with multisite catalysts. They quantify apparent
site activation, monomer/comonomer propagation and site
deactivation rate constants for each site type and estimate
the MWDs of polymer populations made on each site type.

Polyethylene grades have developed over years as the
dominant polymers used in many industries such as automotive, pipes, containers, films and electrical conduits.1,2
Ziegler-Natta catalysts particularly those based on titanium, make the majority of commercial polyethylene.3−5
It is well known that these catalysts have multiple active
centers with difference kinetic features.6,7 Some centers
are stable and make a higher contribution to the final polymer. Moreover, each center produces a polymer with different molecular weight; they all follow the Shultz-Flory
distribution with PDI=2. In addition, various centers have
dissimilar susceptibilities to (co)polymerize different monomers.8 As well as this, their reactions toward impurities
such as oxygen or water are entirely discrepant.
The polymerization kinetics of Ziegler-Natta catalysts
with simplified mathematical models which quantify overall polymerization rates and average molecular weights
have been extensively described in the literature.9,10 Also
the mechanism of polymerization with these catalysts has
been great deal of researcher interests.
Kissin and his coworkers11 derived reaction rate profile
for ethylene slurry polymerization and studied the effect
of deviation reactions on the reaction rate. Ethylene polymerization kinetics by moment equation modeling to study
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It should be noted that the statistical nature of chain
growth and chain-terminating reaction makes probability
theory, particularly Monte Carlo simulation methods, and
strong tools in this terrain.20,21 The Monte Carlo simulation methods are able to determine all distributions as well
as their mean values due to storing the whole information
of (co)polymerization chains while the reaction proceeds.22
Therewith, Monte Carlo simulation method requires only
reaction rate constants to simulate polymerization reactions. In addition, Monte Carlo can remark the composition drift and azeotropic properties of copolymers with
good accuracy.23,24
In the case of ethylene polymerization kinetics a few
researches has been carried out to consider the contribution of each active center to polymerization and determine
the composition of the polymer made by each center. Therefore, the aim of this study is to develop appropriate simulation utilizing the Monte Carlo method to investigate the
cumulative yield and instantaneous polymerization rate
using kinetic constants reported by Chen et al.19

POLYMERIZATION KINETICS
Validity and practicality of kinetic model proposed for
polymerization reactions strongly depend on the conception of all the phenomena involved in catalytic polymerization reactions. In the case of Ziegler-Natta catalysts due
to multiple centers and effect of diffusion barriers, the
model should be more powerful to properly describe the
polymerization kinetics. It is well known that broad
molecular weight distribution of products synthesized by
Ziegler-Natta catalysts is less influenced by diffusion barriers.11 The kinetic mechanisms are based of Chen et al.
report.19

THEORY AND SIMULATION
Monte Carlo algorithm
Monte Carlo simulation methods are based on the use of
random numbers to sample the variable space using a probability distribution followed by the selection of an event.25
In present study, the principle for the simulation of ethylene polymerization kinetics was developed on the basis
of Gillespies’ algorithm.26 Accordingly, the simulation volume, V, was assumed to be divided homogeneously between
the reactants as well as simulation volume consists of 106
catalyst precursor molecules and the number of other components in calculated based on catalyst precursor molecules:

NCAT
V = ----------------------[ CAT ]Nav

(1)

NX = [ X ]Nav V

(2)

where V is simulation volume, [CAT] concentration of catalyst, NCAT number of catalyst precursor, Nav Avogadro’
number, NX number of X molecules, and [X] the concentration of X species. In addition, because the Monte Carlo
simulation method converse with a number of molecules,
stochastic reaction rates must replace macroscopic ones.
While there are L reactions in the simulation, the probability
of incidence of reaction l (Pl) is given by27,28
al
Pl = ---------l=L
a
∑ l

(3)

l=1

where al, the stochastic reaction rate for reaction l, is
defined by
a=h×c

(4)

h represents the number of reactants and c stands for stochastic rate constants and correlates with ordinary reaction rates. Equations 5 and 6 demonstrate first and second
order of reaction, respectively:
c=k

(5)

k
c = ----------VNav

(6)

Microscopic elementary oligomerization and copolymerization reactions raised discretely and stochastically through
M reaction channels and an event was designated in a given
time interval (t, t+dt) from uniformly distributed random
number in a unit interval, according to following relationships:
µ–1

µ

v=1

v=1

∑ P v < r1 ≤ ∑ P v

1
1
- ln ⎛ ----⎞
dt = ----------M
⎝ r2⎠
∑ Rv

(7)

(8)

v=1

where r1 and r2 are two random numbers, µ is the number
of the selected reaction channel, Pv and Rv are the reaction
rate probability and rate of reaction v, respectively, while
dt is the time interval between two successive reactions.
The simulation program was written in Matlab. A schematic demonstration of the Monte Carlo method algorithm
is shown in Scheme 1.
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Figure 1. Effect of H2 on ethylene polymerization rate.

Scheme 1. Monte Carlo algorithm for simulating (co)polymerization of ethylene.

Simulation assumptions
1. It is supposed that the simulation volume is homogeneous and elementary reactions are not controlled by
diffusion.
2. The reaction temperature and ethylene pressure were
kept constant during polymerization process.
3. It is assumed that all the living chain in the system
have and equal selection probability.
4. The model using in copolymerization is terminal model.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Ethylene homopolymerization
Influence of H2 pressure on the variation of polymerization rate with time is shown in Fig. 1. By increasing the
concentration of hydrogen in the reactor, the polymerization rate slightly decreased, but did not affect the shape of
the ethylene uptake curve.
As it can be seen from Fig. 1 the Monte Carlo simulation can predict well all three stage of polymerization
2018, Vol. 62, No. 3

(i.e. activation, balance between activation and deactivation, and deactivation). A slight deviation was observed
from model fitting and experimental part as well as rate of
polymerization for monomer consumptionand synthesized
polymer first increased and then dropped due to site activation and site deactivation respectively.
Fig. 2 and 3 demonstrate that the model fits well the
instantaneous ethylene polymerization rates andusing 5 site
type noticed by MWD deconvolution. It can be seen that
the highest deviation occur at short polymerization time
due to fluctuation of temperature and pressure which is
slightly more at the beginning of the polymerizations.
These phenomena can be ascribed to the increasing of the
termination rate constant (kd) values and decrease the propagation rate constant (kp) values, which agrees with the
observation that H2 usually decreases polyethylene yields
with Ziegler-Natta catalysts.
It has been observed that Monte Carlo predicts kinetic
behavior of each site with good accuracy using kinetic rate
constants from Table 1. Also great prediction was observed
specially after 6 min (i.e. activation step). As we can see,
site IV has highest activation and then III, II, V, I respectively. However, plateau curve was higher for site I and V
than other sites, meaning that step of between activation
and deactivation is high for these two sites adoption of this
result with kinetic equations for each site, it can be concluded
that site IV and III have the largest contribution for polymer production.
The predicted and measured polymer yields are shown
in Fig. 4. By increase in hydrogen pressure polymer yields
decreased as a result number molecular weight (Mn)
decreased but interestingly increased steadily with polymerization time as well as uptake curve was not influenced.
The ka values increased for all sites as more H2 is employed,
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Figure 2. Predicted and measured instantaneous polymerization rates for ethylene at 0.45 bar H2; a) site I, b) site II, c) site III, d) site IV,
e) site V, f) total

maybe because shorter polyethylene chains produced in
the presence of H2 fragment the catalyst particles more
effectively, better exposing active sites for polymeriza-

tion. Introducing of hydrogen to the reaction exceedingly
reduces molecular weight and due to large amounts of
transfer to hydrogen and deactivation reactions.
Journal of the Korean Chemical Society
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Figure 3. Predicted and measured instantaneous polymerization rates for ethylene at 0.7 bar H2; a) site I, b) site II, c) site III, d) site IV,
e) site V, f) total.

It should be considered that balance between the rates
for site activation, ethylene propagation, and site deactiva2018, Vol. 62, No. 3

tion for each site type determines how the relative masses
of polymer populations differs with polymerization time.
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Table 1. Apparent rate constants for ethylene homopolymerization19

Table 2. Apparent rate constants for ethylene/α-olefin Copolymerization19

Ethylene/α-olefin copolymerization
It has been observed that the Monte Carlo simulation
method was employed to predict kinetic behavior of each
site with using kinetic rate constants from Table 2.
The model predictions with measured values for the
instantaneous ethylene/α-olefin copolymerization rate are
compared in Fig. 5(a,b,c,d) Model can predict polymerization times exceeding about 10 min with good accuracy.
But are less accurate at the very beginning of copolymerization, likely due to temperature fluctuation instantly after
the catalyst is injected in the reactor. The Monte Carlo Simulation had better prediction than model for activation
step. As expected, Mn declined when more 1-hexene ispresent in the reactor due to higher transfer rates tocomonomer. Substitution 1-hexene with 1-octene leadsto copolymers
with higher Mn, likely because 1-octene is not as reactive
(for propagation and chain transfer) as1-hexene. Also, from

Fig. 4, it can be observed that Monte Carlo simulation can
predict copolymerization behavior and each site contribution with excellent accuracy.

Figure 4. Predicted and measured polyethylene yields.
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Figure 5. (a) Predicted and measured instantaneous ethylene/α-olefin copolymerization (2g 1-hexene); a) site I, b) site II, c) site III, d)
site IV, e) site V, f) total

2018, Vol. 62, No. 3
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Figure 5. (continued) (b) Predicted and measured instantaneous ethylene/α-olefin copolymerization (4g 1-hexene); a) site I, b) site II, c)
site III, d) site IV, e) site V, f) total
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Figure 5. (continued) (c) Predicted and measured instantaneous ethylene/α-olefin copolymerization (6g 1-hexene); a) site I, b) site II, c)
site III, d) site IV, e) site V, f) total

2018, Vol. 62, No. 3
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Figure 5. (continued) (d) Predicted and measured instantaneous ethylene/α-olefin copolymerization (2g 1-octene); a) site I, b) site II, c)
site III, d) site IV, e) site V, f) total
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Figure 6. Ethylene uptake curves for ethylene/α-olefin copolymerization; a) 2g 1-hexene, b) 4g 1-hexene, c) 6g 1hexene d) 2g 1-butene.

The Ka and kd values for each site type increased atdifferent ratios when more 1-hexene is added to thereactor.
Also, the Kp values for the low Mn sites (1 and 2) increased
with addition of 1-hexene. However, the Kp values for the high
Mn sites (3 to 5) decrease withincreasing 1-hexene concentration. It should be noticed that low Mn sites in ZieglerNatta catalysts have higher reactivity ratiostoward comonomer incorporation; therefore, it is attended that they will
suffer the strongest comonomereffect. Finally, the Ka, Kp,
and kd values on five active sites for 1-octene were lower
than that for 1-hexene, likely because 1-octene has a weaker
comonomer effect than 1-hexene.
Ethylene uptake curves for ethylene/α-olefin copolymerization are illustrated in Fig. 6. As depicted in Fig. 6,
type and concentration of α-olefin does not affect ethylene
uptake rates significantly after the first 10 min of polymerization. Instantly, after catalyst injection, the rate proliferates slightly faster for copolymerization with higher
amount of 1-hexene, however this discrepancyswiftly became
negligible after a few minutes, suggesting that is a chemical effect rather than physical effect. Moreover, by addition of 1-octene as comonomer, the ethylene uptake rates
at the beginning of the polymerization rate are lower, and
augment steadily as the concentration of 1-hexene is raised.
2018, Vol. 62, No. 3

As we can see from this figure Monte Carlo are able to
excellent prediction of activation step rather than SSE modelthis is maybe due to nature of statistical method which
consider all reaction parts and phenomena during the reaction. In addition to this, the Mn of thepolymer populations
is not substantially influenced by theconcentration of 1hexene in the reactor, which is aninteresting characteristic
of this particular Ziegler-Nattacatalyst because it allows
near independent control ofmolecular weight and comonomer molar fraction in the copolymer. In general, according to the results simulation error was less than 0.1 due to
the fact that kinetic constant was obtained from deconvolution.
It should be noted that structure complexity of ZieglerNatta catalyst leads to produce polymer with different structure and final properties. Therefore, kinetic constant is so
substantial parameters relating to inherent properties of
catalyst. Khorasani et al.29 and Kalajahi et al.30 studied Monte
Carlo simulation of tandem polymerization of ethylene
and Ziegler Natta catalysts, respectively. They used kinetic
constants from the articles for their polymerization. However, in this work due to using deconvoluted kinetic constant a good accuracy for theoretical and experimental
results was observed. What’s more, in this work the mod-
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eling accuracy was compared with experimental data in
polymerization and copolymerization, therewith using
this method varing structure can be predict. Moreover, by
using SSE method the kinetic and polymer processing can
be predict which is very substantial for reducing process
costs and developing new grades of polymers.

CONCLUSION
In the current work, a Monte Carlo simulation method
was developed to study ethylene polymerization kinetics.
According to the result obtained, the Monte Carlo simulation predicted stage II and III of polymerization similar
to SSE model. Both model had slight deviation from
experimental data for stage I. however in homopolymerization SSE had better quality to predict stage I than Monte
Carlo while in copolymerization Monte Carlo had better
prediction.
Homopolymerization rate of different active center changed
in the order of center IV> center III> center V> center II>
center I while in copolymerization, the rate changed in the
order of center IV> center V> center III> center II> center I.
Moreover, although hydrogen destroyed catalyst activation centers and consequently reduced catalyst yield, it
was no specific effect on the uptake curve. Acting as a main
transfer agent, hydrogen also reduced polymer molecular
weight.
Monte Carlo also predicted polymer yield with excellent accuracy, by addition of hydrogen amount polymer
yield decreased, however there was no specific influence
on uptake curve.
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